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Chapter 2331: Easy Reversal 

"Numbed! There's a path to heaven, but you refuse to take it! There's no Door to Hell, yet you barged 

in! This young master just so happens to be able to take care of you today!" 

As the saying goes, when enemies meet, their eyes will turn red. 

The last time quos had brought his men to attack Chen Xiaobei, he had lost 8000 high-grade spiritual 

stones to Chen Xiaobei and was even slapped in the face. It was a double loss! 

Quios was a vengeful man. While Chen Xiaobei was away, he had been sending people to look for Chen 

Xiaobei, but they could not find any trace of him. 

Now that Chen Xiaobei had delivered himself to his door, quios 'killing intent was naturally ignited! 

"Steve! First, destroy that woman's cultivation! Then, help me kill this little bastard!" Quios said 

viciously. 

Steve, the middle-aged man, hesitated and said, " "Young master, didn't you plan to play with this 

woman? You'll cripple her cultivation and she'll vomit blood all over her body. How are you going to play 

with her then?" 

"Hmph! Who said you can't play if you're covered in blood? This young master will still play! She 

deserves to die!" Quos laughed shamelessly. He was an out-and-out beast. 

"Yes, sir!" Steve wasn't a good person. He grabbed Deng junyu's throat with one hand and condensed 

his Zhen Yuan with the other, ready to blow up Deng junyu's dantian. 

"Save me!  master, save me ...  Deng Jie Yu's eyes were red, and tears were rolling down her face. 

At this moment of despair, Deng Jie Yu had placed all her hopes on Chen Xiaobei. 

"Save you? Hehehe ..." 

Steve laughed in disdain.  that little bastard can't even save himself. How can he save you? " he said. 

Open your eyes wide and watch carefully. After I cripple you, I can kill him with a single slap!" 

"No! Don't kill him with a single slap!" 

"That would be letting him off too easily!" Quios quickly said. I want you to ruthlessly torture him and 

make him wish he was dead! When he's on his last breath, this young master will personally slap him, 

until he dies!" 

"No problem!"  young master, " Steve grinned.  if you're in the mood, I'll make sure you're satisfied!  

It was obvious that quos and Steve were the kind of beasts who would commit all sorts of crimes and kill 

without blinking an eye! 

If an ordinary person fell into their hands, they would definitely be humiliated and die with grievances! 
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Luckily, Chen Xiaobei was not an ordinary person! 

Chen Xiaobei had been using his Nightstalker outfit to observe the situation from the shadows. 

"Uh ..." 

Sure enough, just as Steve and quios were looking at each other and laughing hideously, Steve let out a 

painful wail and fell to the ground. He twitched twice and then stopped moving. 

"Steve? What are you doing? Get up! "Get up ..." Quios was instantly dumbfounded. 

"What ... What is going on?" Deng Jie Yu was surprised and happy. 

What she was shocked about was how a person could collapse just like that? She was happy that once 

Steve fell, quos, the good-for-nothing, would be a fish on the chopping board, waiting to be slaughtered! 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, " "I've already helped you settle the matter. You don't need to know 

what happened! You just have to act according to the plan and give me the benefits as promised!" 

"I ... I understand!" 

Deng junyu did not dare to ask Chen Xiaobei's Secret, nor did she have the time to. She immediately 

channeled her ethereal force and pounced on quios. 

 Oh my God ... Spare me ... Please spare me ...  quos suddenly screamed, his fat face turning green. 

"Spare my life? You're daydreaming!" Deng Jie Yu was like a tiger pouncing on a rabbit. She rushed over 

and knocked quios to the ground with one punch, followed by a storm of punches and kicks. 

 ouch ... Aiya ... It hurts ... Have mercy ... I'm going to kill you again ...  quos was being beaten until he 

kept screaming and rolling on the ground. His screams were even more miserable than a pig being 

slaughtered. 

"Scream! Scream! The louder you scream, the more excited I get!" Deng Kunyu was obviously not a lady. 

She had just been bullied, and now she had to pay it back with interest. The more quos howled, the 

more Deng Kunyu felt relieved. 

While Deng junyu was beating up quios, Chen Xiaobei approached Steve's body. 

"Whoosh!" 

A brown worm the size of a sesame seed fell from Steve's body into Chen Xiaobei's hand and was kept 

into his ring of beasts. 

This was all part of Chen Xiaobei's plan! 

Just now, when Steve said his back was itchy, the bug had already lurked on Steve! 

That's right! 

This unremarkable-looking insect was the invincible bull locket from the Bull Demon King's Red packet 

during the winter solstice festival! 



These invincible bull lice had grown up on the blood of the Bull Demon King. Although they did not have 

much combat power, their defense was also extremely poor. 

However, as long as this invincible bull beetle jumped onto one's body, any physical body below the 

heavenly immortal level would not be able to withstand its teeth! 

As long as it bit through the skin, it could suck all the blood out of an adult in five seconds! 

Steve had been infected by the invincible bull lice, and even if he had a hundred lives, it would not be 

enough to kill him! 

In fact, Steve was only a low-tier earth-god, and Chen Xiaobei had ten thousand ways to kill him. 

However, Chen Xiaobei had to hide his identity in front of Deng junyu, and he could not use most of his 

trump cards! 

Otherwise, if Deng junyu knew Chen Xiaobei's identity, the master of the contract behind her would also 

know Chen Xiaobei's identity! 

According to tu xingsun, Deng Jie Yu's contract master seemed to be related to ju liusun, which was also 

related to chanism! 

Once his identity was exposed, Chen Xiaobei would never be able to find out Deng junyu's Secret. He 

would also be in deep trouble! 

"Young master! I've already settled it on my side!" 

A moment later, Deng Jie Yu was finally satisfied and said in a deep voice:  I'd like to ask you to leave for 

a moment. The method to control quios is my most important secret. I can't let you see it!  

"Good! I'll wait for you outside the door!" Chen Xiaobei shrugged and left the room. 

The moment he closed the door, Chen Xiaobei activated his golden gaze fiery eyes and looked into the 

room. 

In fact, even without his x-ray vision, Chen Xiaobei could guess the secret that Deng Jie Yu was talking 

about. 

That's right! The secret was the heavenly dog food! 

Deng junyu fed quios a heavenly dog biscuit, and quos immediately recognized Deng junyu as his 

master! 

In this way, Deng Jie Yu had completed the task given to her by the master of the contract! 

"Young master! You can come in now!" 

Deng junyu opened the door and thanked Chen, " "Thank you for your help just now! If you hadn't 

arrived in time, I would have been doomed!" 

"You're welcome!" 

Chen raised his eyebrows and pretended to be greedy.  "I saved you for the sake of benefits! When are 

you going to give me half of the sea god merchant Association?" 



Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2332: Sect Selection 

"Controlling quios is only the first step. His father is the president of the sea god merchant Association! 

However, he's a mysterious person, and it's not easy to get close to him or control him!" 

"So, it'll take some time for me to take control of the sea god Chamber of Commerce! I hope that young 

master can be patient!" 

"According to what you've said, I'll have to wait!" Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and changed the 

topic.   there's no hurry with the Chamber of Commerce. Let quios answer a question of mine first!  

"Young master, just ask! He will definitely answer truthfully!" Deng Jie Yu said. 

 yes!  Chen Xiaobei nodded and asked, " I want to know, where did you buy my good little water? " 

Quos was beaten black and blue, and he said with difficulty, " "I asked a friend to buy my good water 

from the earth-god Realm's Nanzhan state!" 

"Earth-god Realm?" Chen Xiaobei's eyes lit up. His guess was confirmed. 

It was obvious that good boy's water was Wei Xiaobao's favorite. After reincarnating as an earth level 

deity, this guy would be penniless. If he used good boy's water to earn spirit stones, he would definitely 

be able to make a fortune! 

Wei Xiaobao could be considered a friend of Chen Xiaobei's. 

Although Wei Xiaobao could not help Chen Xiaobei as much as his brothers in the Brotherhood, he had 

never cheated Chen Xiaobei. 

If they could meet again, Chen Xiaobei was willing to continue being friends with Wei Xiaobao. 

"Young master? Why aren't you saying anything?" 

Seeing Chen Xiaobei's hesitation, Deng Jie Yu asked in surprise, " "You haven't been to the earth-god 

Realm, have you?" 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and asked, " "My cultivation is not yet at the primordial soul realm. 

It's normal that I haven't been to the earth-god Realm, right?" 

"This is not normal!" 

Deng Jie Yu shook her head and said: " I have used my primordial spirit domain to spy on you. Your 

cultivation has already reached the nine-fire god-refining stage. You are only 21 or 22 years old. Even in 

the earth-god Realm, your talent is excellent!  

"By right, you should have participated in the disciple selection of the earth immortal world's sects! With 

your talent, even if you can't join a top sect, you can at least join a top sect in the earth immortal world! 

How can you not have been to the earth-god Realm?" 

Just as Deng junyu had said, it was not easy to reach Chen Xiaobei's cultivation at his age. 
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The Titan race's young master, Goode, whom Chen Xiaobei had met earlier, was born in the ninth level 

of the starry sea and had enjoyed the rich resources of giant soldier Mountain. Although his cultivation 

level was the same as Chen Xiaobei's, he was much older! 

The young Master of the Ocean God merchant Association, quos, had enjoyed more resources than 

Goode since he was young. But now, he was older than Chen Xiaobei and his cultivation was lower than 

Chen Xiaobei's! 

Chen Xiaobei's talent was definitely one of the best in the nine layers of the starry sea. Even in the 

earth-god Realm, he would still be one of the best! 

That was why Chen Xiaobei should have been accepted as a disciple by a sect in the earth-god Realm. It 

was unbelievable that he had never been there! 

Chen Xiaobei made up a story, "  Oh, because I've been cultivating in seclusion with my master. I just left 

the mountain this year to travel, so I haven't had the chance to participate in the disciple selection of 

the earth immortal world's sects!  

"I see!" 

Deng Jie Yu nodded and asked: "Then, young master, are you interested in participating in the disciple 

selection of the sects in the earth immortal world?" 

Chen Xiaobei was surprised.   I don't have such plans, because I already have a master. I don't want to 

join any other sect!  

"Isn't your master living in seclusion? This won't affect you from joining other sects!" 

"What's more, the sects in the earth immortal world are just groups of interest!" Deng Jie Yu said. 

 many people join the sect not to become a disciple but to obtain special resources, information, 

connections, and intelligence from the sect ...  

"Of course, before receiving these benefits, the disciples must complete some missions assigned by the 

sect! To put it bluntly, it's a kind of employment relationship where the disciples work for the sect and 

the sect gives corresponding rewards!" 

Obviously, Deng Jie Yu had a very clear understanding of the nature of the sects in the earth immortal 

world! 

Interest groups! This word was used very accurately! 

The higher-ups had arranged for their disciples to go out and carry out various missions for their own 

benefits! 

For the sake of their own benefits, the disciples would risk their lives to complete all kinds of missions! 

Under the shared interests, the higher-ups and disciples would unite and form a complete force. This 

was a sect! 

"You know how to participate in the sect selection?" 



After hearing this, Chen Xiaobei was a little tempted. 

After all, the earth-god Realm was a completely foreign place to Chen Xiaobei. 

Joining a sect was like gaining a foothold, allowing Chen Xiaobei to understand the earth-god Realm 

more quickly! Merge into the earth-god Realm! 

"Of course I know! In ten days, there will be a large-scale selection on the central main star of the Nine 

Seas of stars!" 

"Because it's the end of the year, this will be the last and the biggest selection of the year!" Deng Jie Yu 

said in a deep voice. I've heard that many great powers in the Nanzhan state will send people to select 

their disciples!" 

"In ten days?"  what? " Chen Xiaobei asked, " how do you know so much about this? " Don't tell me 

you're also thinking of joining some sect?" 

Deng Jie Yu's expression slightly changed as she nodded and said: "Yes! I'm going to participate in the 

ocean divinity sect's selection." 

"Ocean divinity sect?" 

 Oh? " Chen Xiaobei said, " don't tell me that sea god Merchant House is a subsidiary of this sect? " It 

seems that your appetite is really not small! The sea god merchant Association can't satisfy you! You 

want to control a sect in the earth-god Realm?" 

 this ...  Deng Jie Yu quickly shook her head and said: "Young master! Don't talk nonsense! I've never 

thought of it that way!" 

 hehe!  Chen Xiaobei shrugged.  you might not think that way now, but you might think that way in the 

future!  

Obviously, all of Deng Jie Yu's actions were arranged by the master of the contract. 

It was possible that at this point, the master of the contract had only allowed her to join the sea god 

sect. The next step of the plan might be to let her use the relationship of the sea god merchant 

Association to get in touch with and control the higher-ups of the sea god sect! 

In this way, Deng Jie Yu would be able to gain a foothold in the earth immortal world at the fastest 

speed and have his own powerful force! 

Chen Xiaobei could even imagine that many reincarnated earth level deities would use the same method 

to quickly gain a foothold in the earth level deity world! 

There was no doubt that in the near future, the earth immortal world would be plunged into an 

unprecedented chaotic world! 

"I will go to the central main star to take a look in ten days!" Chen Xiaobei's eyebrows twitched as he 

began to plan. He had to find a way to save Liu xuanxin within ten days! 

Ding Ling Ling Ling 



Chen Xiaobei's phone rang. It was Qin Wuxin! 
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Chapter 2333: Three Great Factions 

"Chen Xiaobei! Shen Gongbao went to the Jiang family to form an alliance and will attack Hua hanyue 

soon. They are going to capture this woman to threaten you!" 

Qin Wuxin's voice came from the other end of the phone, and he said solemnly, "  I want you to help 

Hua hanyue. Let Shen Gongbao and the Jiang family suffer a great defeat!  

 what? " Chen Xiaobei frowned.  why did you ask me to do this? " 

"Because Shen Gongbao's actions made me very unhappy!" Qin Wuxin said coldly, " Shen Gongbao went 

to form an alliance with the Jiang family. He wanted to kick me away!  I want them to fail and let Shen 

Gongbao know that he can't live without me and that the other allies can't help him at all!" 

It was obvious that Shen Gongbao and Qin Wuxin had a conflict because of the bloodspring planet 

incident. 

Therefore, Shen Gongbao decided to give up on Qin Wuxin and form an alliance with the Jiang family! 

Shen Gongbao had learned about Hua hanyue's existence from the Jiang family. 

Shen Gongbao immediately decided to take Hua hanyue as a hostage. This way, he would not need to 

use Liu xuanxin to threaten Chen Xiaobei. He would be able to kick Qin Wuxin out of the picture. 

Obviously, Qin Wuxin was very afraid that Shen Gongbao's plan would succeed! 

Once Shen Gongbao had a new hostage, Qin Wuxin and Liu xuanxin would lose their value. By then, Qin 

Wuxin would not be able to get any benefits from Shen Gongbao! 

Because of this, Qin Wuxin had called Chen Xiaobei and asked him to destroy Shen Gongbao's plan! 

Chen Xiaobei had already seen through the whole thing. He knew that Qin Wuxin was not lying. Hua 

hanyue was going to face a huge crisis! 

Of course, even though the danger was huge, Chen Xiaobei had already received the information 

beforehand and could be prepared before the enemy made their move! 

As long as he had the upper hand, Chen Xiaobei would have a high chance of winning this battle! 

"I know, I'll take action!"  how's xuanxin doing? " Chen Xiaobei asked.  how's she doing? " 

"Don't worry!" 

"She can't even move half a finger. It's impossible for her to commit suicide!" Qin Wuxin grinned 

hideously. Moreover, she had already reached the God-refining realm and had basically abstained from 

food. She would not die from hunger or thirst! More importantly, I've also placed three Blood God 

servants to watch over her. I can sense everything around her, and she's 100% safe!" 

Chen Xiaobei let out a sigh of relief and said, " "Take good care of her! I will take care of Shen Gongbao!" 
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After that, Chen Xiaobei hung up. 

Even though Liu xuanxin's life was not in danger, Chen Xiaobei's heart still ached whenever he thought 

about her current condition. 

She was originally an extremely beautiful woman, but her face was completely destroyed and she aged 

overnight. This huge blow had destroyed her state of mind and made her completely collapse. She even 

wanted to die! 

However, she had been severely injured by the poison and her bones and muscles were all crippled. She 

couldn't even beg for death! 

To her, every minute and every second was torture. Perhaps only death was the best release! 

Chen Xiaobei was suffering every minute and every second. Only by saving Liu xuanxin could he be free! 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei's state of mind was much stronger than Liu xuanxin's. The blow and suffering 

brought by this incident would not destroy Chen Xiaobei. It would only make Chen Xiaobei more 

tenacious and motivated! 

Chen Xiaobei knew better than anyone else that despair would never solve the problem. The only way 

to get rid of this suffering was to walk forward without stopping and overcome all the difficulties that 

stood in his way! 

No matter how difficult the situation was, he had to save Liu xuanxin within ten days! 

Chen Xiaobei made up his mind and cleared his mind. He pulled his thoughts back to the present and 

said to Deng Kunyu, "  I have something to do and have to leave for a while. I will go to the central main 

star to find you in ten days!  

"What are you going to do?" Deng Jie Yu quickly asked. 

Chen Xiaobei did not answer and left happy red yard. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei asked Tian Peng to keep an eye on Deng Jie Yu while he went to the portal to 

Hua hanyue's planet! 

…… 

Purple Rainbow planet. 

It was located in the southern area of the ninth level of the starry sea and could be considered a 

medium-sized planet! 

Hua hanyue's mini hanyue Palace was the top force on the planet. It controlled almost a quarter of the 

planet! 

Three out of the four areas were controlled by three forces of the same level! 

Before Chen Xiaobei left, he had called Hua hanyue. When he was teleported to the main city of the 

violet planet, Hua hanyue had come to welcome him personally! 



 sect leader Chen, my little hanyue Palace is still some distance away from this main city. We'll have to 

fly on swords for some time before we can reach there!  

Hua hanyue used to be a famous female fiend, but in front of Chen Xiaobei, she kept a smile on her face. 

She was like a precious Jade from a humble family. 

"No rush! Let's not go back to the little hanyue Palace yet!" Chen Xiaobei shook his head. 

"Why?" 

"What we're going to discuss next is very important!" Hua hanyue said in surprise. It's not appropriate to 

talk about it outside, right?" 

"There's no need to discuss!"  I've already thought of an action plan on my way here!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

 you've already decided!?  

Hua hanyue was shocked and said with admiration, " "Sect leader Chen! You're really amazing! With you 

around, I don't have to worry about anything!" 

 the enemy is here to capture you because of me!  Chen Xiaobei said calmly.  I'm the one who got you 

into trouble. I don't want you to worry about me anymore!  You just have to be at ease and follow me. 

I'll settle this matter!" 

"Sect leader Chen!  you're so domineering ...  Hua hanyue gently pursed her red lips. Her ears were 

slightly hot, and her heart was beating faster. 

Hua hanyue had a hot temper and a strong personality. She looked down on men who were submissive. 

On the contrary, she had a good impression of men who were domineering! 

Because of this, Hua hanyue's attitude toward Chen Xiaobei was completely different from how she 

treated other men! 

"I want to first understand the three great powers that are on the same level as your little Cold Moon 

Palace!" Chen Xiaobei said. 

"Why do you want to know them?" Hua hanyue asked in confusion. 

 I don't think so.  Chen Xiaobei explained, " these three forces might have been on good terms with you 

in the past, but now that the Jiang family is going to make a move on you, they will definitely jump out 

and get a share of the loot! If we want to deal with the Jiang family, we have to deal with these three 

forces first!" 

Hua hanyue suddenly understood and immediately said, " "Purple Rainbow city's chi family! This is the 

power of the heavenly wings race, and their overall Foundation is slightly stronger than mine! The silver 

castle's eudi family was a force of the Western religious court, and they controlled powerful magic! 

Finally, there's the kana dojo's Kurita family, which is famous for their poison techniques!" 

"Guitian?" 

 not long ago, I chopped a guy called Tairu Kameda into pieces. I think the Kameda family will welcome 

me!  Chen Xiaobei said. Hmm, let's go to the Guitian family first!" 



 this ...  Hua hanyue was stunned. 

Wasn't this walking right into a trap? 
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Chapter 2334: Kana Dojo 

At the kana dojo. 

The core members of the Guitian family were gathered in the highest conference room. 

Originally, this meeting room was only used when the clan held a meeting of the highest level. 

Therefore, the atmosphere in the meeting room was usually more serious. 

However, it was completely different today. The conference room was filled with laughter and everyone 

was in a good mood. 

"Let me tell everyone a piece of good news! Exalted immortal Shen has already formed an alliance with 

the Jiang family!" 

The dojo Master, kameyoshi, leaned back in his chair with a relaxed expression. His tone was light and 

happy."The Jiang family has the beiming family, the Nangong family, the Ximen family, and the heaven 

dominating faction behind them! These great forces have all become allies with exalted immortal Shen!" 

The great elder Guitian Madan immediately became excited.  "This is great! So many forces had joined 

hands! The little hanyue Palace will be completely eradicated!" 

"Is there a need to say that?" 

The second elder, Guitian MAPI, was beaming with joy."Although Hua hanyue's backer is powerful, it 

can't withstand the joint attack of so many forces! There's no suspense in this battle!" 

"Yup!" 

 yes!  kameyoshi nodded.  after this battle, the small hanyue Palace will be completely wiped out. With 

Shen shangxian in charge, our shinna dojo can take over the small hanyue Palace's territory. At that 

time, we will have all kinds of benefits!  

Kameda Madan's eyes immediately lit up."We take over Hua hanyue's territory? Will she be able to take 

over the pretty female disciples under her?" 

"Hahaha! This is a good idea!" "Except for the female disciples of the small hanyue Palace, all the 

women in that territory will belong to us!" 

"It's not just women!" "Resources!" Said kameyoshi. A spirit vein! Land! They all belong to us! Hahaha 

..." 

As soon as he said that, more than 30 core members of the Guitian family in the meeting room all 

showed greedy and evil smiles. They wished that Shen Gongbao would immediately bring his Army to 

kill Hua hanyue and make their dream come true! 
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"Alright! Everyone, calm down! Exalted immortal Shen still needs a few days to prepare for this battle! 

Let's not be happy too early!" 

"Second brother, how many experimental subjects do we have to develop the new poison?" asked guitia 

mayoshi in a deep voice. 

"There are less than three hundred left!" 

"We won't capture Tenshou's people for experiments," said Guitian Madan."The Western forces are our 

allies, so they can't capture their people either! "As such, we could only capture the people of Huaxia to 

do experiments. The new poison is too strong, and more than half of the original 800 test subjects have 

died ..." 

"You have to think of a way to catch more!"  we must speed up the development of our new poison, " 

said kameyoshi.  perhaps shangxian Shen will take a fancy to us and reward us!  

 I want to catch more experimentals too, " said Guitian Madan with a frown.  but the Chinese people are 

all living in Hua hanyue's territory. We have to be extra careful every time we go to catch people! After 

all, this kind of thing can't be seen in the light, and we don't dare to go too far!" 

"That being said, you still need to speed up!" "Try to capture as many Chinese people as possible 

without exposing your identity," said kameyoshi. 

It was obvious that only the most vicious demon sect disciples would do such an inhumane act of 

capturing innocent people to do poison experiments. 

Once this matter spread, the reputation of the kana dojo would be ruined, and they might even be 

jointly attacked by all the righteous cultivators in the world! 

Because of this, the Guitian family only dared to act sneakily. 

"Alright ... I'll try my best!"  I understand.  kameyata nodded, looking a little embarrassed. 

"Big brother, second brother! You guys don't have to worry about this at all!" 

"We can do nothing and just wait for exalted immortal Shen to destroy the little Cold Moon Palace. At 

that time, we'll have an endless supply of Huaxia experimentals!" 

"Yunxi!" 

 Oh!  a realization dawned on Guitian mayoshi.  I just missed one thing. In addition to the resources, 

spiritual veins, and land, all the people in Hua hanyue's territory will belong to us!  

"Yes, yes!" 

Guitia Madan's eyes immediately lit up and he laughed.  we can play with the women from Huaxia and 

then use them for experiments. It's two birds with one stone. Great!  

"Bang!" 

At this time, the door of the meeting room was pushed open, and a young member of the Kameda 

family said in a hurry, " "Lord Dojo Master! Elders! This is bad! Someone is here to challenge us!" 



 challenge the dojo??? " 

As soon as he said that, all the core members of the Guitian family present had incredulous expressions 

on their faces. 

"Who are they? How dare you come to my shinna dojo and challenge us? Are you tired of living?" 

Kameyoshi frowned. 

"It's a young man and woman!" The young man quickly replied. He looks unfamiliar, I don't know his 

background!" 

"A young man and woman?" 

"It's such a small matter, is it worth you coming here to report?" said Guitian Madan impatiently. We'll 

let the core disciples take action and kill those two reckless young men!" 

"No! Don't kill them!" "Let the core disciples capture them and send them to the underground Research 

Institute as experimental subjects!" 

 No... Elders, please let me finish ...  the young man said awkwardly, "  more than half of the 500 core 

disciples of the shinna path have been killed by the man who came to challenge us. There's already a 

river of blood outside ...  

 what??? " 

Everyone in the meeting room jumped up in shock. 

"What is going on?" Kameyoshi could no longer remain calm, and his entire face was distorted. 

The young man swallowed his saliva and said awkwardly, " "It's like this ..." 

…… 

Twenty minutes ago. 

Chen Xiaobei and Hua hanyue each put on a human skin mask and went to the entrance of the kana 

dojo. 

"You two, stop!" 

The two gatekeeping disciples of the kana dojo glared at him and shouted, "  don't you know the rules of 

the kana dojo? " 

"What rules?" Chen Xiaobei asked. 

"Chinese people and dogs are not allowed to enter!" The two gatekeeping disciples said with disdain. 

Chen Xiaobei's heart was boiling with anger. He said coldly, " "I don't want to talk nonsense with you 

two guard dogs. Go in and tell your master that I'm here to challenge you!" 

"A challenge? Just you? Hahaha ..." 



The two gatekeeping disciples immediately burst out laughing."Why don't you take a piss and look at 

your own conduct! You're not even fully grown yet, and you dare to come here to challenge us? You're 

courting death! Fancy death-seeking!" 

"What's going on!" 

At this moment, an arrogant voice came from behind. 

He saw a young man from the Guitian family walking over with more than 20 disciples. 

In the hands of these dojo disciples, there were also ten Huaxia civilians! 

"Greetings, fifth senior!" 

The two gatekeeping disciples quickly went up and cursed, "  there are two idiotic Chinese people. They 

actually said they wanted to challenge us!  

"Good timing!" 

The fifth senior brother squinted at Chen Xiaobei and Hua hanyue and grinned.   it just so happens that 

the new poison is lacking experimental subjects. Capture these two idiots and send them to the 

underground Research Institute together with those Chinese commoners!  

Chen Xiaobei's anger exploded, and his dark eyes were filled with murderous intent. He asked, "  say it 

again. Why did you capture the Chinese people? " 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2335: The Heavenly Dao Punishes Evil 

"Heh, you're a fool!" 

 I said, " fifth senior brother grinned hideously.  I'm going to lock you up with the Chinese peasants we 

captured before. We'll use you as test subjects for our new poison!  

Hearing this, even Hua hanyue was angry.  "You guys from the kana dojo actually used living people for 

poison experiments? What difference is there between you and the demonic sect by doing this? He's 

simply insane!" 

 heh, we've been conducting experiments on living humans for a long time. I don't think there's anything 

wrong with that!  

 of course!  the fifth brother laughed shamelessly.  we only use the Chinese as experiments. We never 

hurt the people of Tenshou, nor do we capture the people of the West! Even those prestigious sects 

don't care about this, so what right do you two little ants have to care?" 

"Heavens! Dao! Punish! Evil!" 

Chen Xiaobei's eyes were cold as he said, " "Everyone has the right to kill inhumane beasts like you! Why 

do I need qualifications?" 
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 ha, ha ha ha ...  the fifth senior brother laughed disdainfully, " "Who doesn't know how to talk big? But 

don't forget, in this world, the strong are respected! The fist is the absolute truth, there's no use in 

talking!" 

As soon as he said that, the 20-odd disciples around him laughed evilly and mocked him. 

"Is this kid crazy? His hair hasn't even grown fully! He actually had the guts to show off in front of fifth 

senior brother! You're looking for death with all kinds of fancy moves!" 

"This kid can't possibly think that he can defeat fifth senior, right? He really doesn't know the immensity 

of the heavens and earth!" 

"This is called the ignorant being fearless! This little idiot knows nothing about fifth brother's strength. 

Otherwise, he wouldn't dare to act tough even if he has ten guts!" 

…… 

"Bang!" 

Suddenly, everyone's mockery was completely interrupted by an explosion! 

No one had expected Chen Xiaobei to suddenly throw a punch at fifth senior brother's face! 

"Ka! Pfff ..." 

The next moment, fifth senior brother's head exploded! It was like a watermelon being smashed by a 

heavy hammer! His skull exploded into pieces! Brain matter and blood splattered everywhere! 

"This ... This, this, this ..." 

The fifth brother, who was still fine a second ago, had become a headless corpse in the next second. 

The surrounding twenty or so disciples of the kana dojo were instantly dumbfounded. Their pupils 

contracted uncontrollably, and their minds were shrouded in extreme fear. They were on the verge of 

collapse. 

Chen Xiaobei glared at him and asked, " "Does everyone in this dojo know about human experiments?" 

The group of disciples were already scared out of their wits. They didn't think much and nodded one 

after another."Yes ... Yes ... From the head to the ordinary disciples, everyone knows ..." 

"Good! Very good!" 

Chen Xiaobei's eyes narrowed, and two bolts of lightning ethereal force burst out from his hands! 

Like two lightning snakes, they suddenly charged towards the group of disciples! 

"Nine ... Nine flames God-refining! How old was this kid? How could he have such a cultivation ... We're 

dead ... We're dead ..." 

In an instant, wails and howls could be heard everywhere! When the group of disciples saw Chen 

Xiaobei's strength, they were instantly overwhelmed by despair. 



After all, this was only the nine starry seas. The nine flames God-refining stage was a very powerful 

existence. 

Chen Xiaobei's attack was equivalent to announcing the death of these disciples! 

"Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang ..." 

As expected, wherever the two lightning snakes passed by, more than 20 disciples had no ability to resist 

at all. Their bodies were directly blown to pieces by the lightning, and their broken bodies scattered all 

over the ground. Blood and internal organs were flowing everywhere. 

In the blink of an eye, only the first two disciples were left at the scene. The rest of the disciples were all 

dead! 

 spare me ... Childe ... Spare me ... Spare me ...  the two disciples kneeled on the ground and kowtowed 

to Chen Xiaobei. 

"Spare my life?" 

Chen Xiaobei said, " "Everyone in this dojo is doing evil things! He was crazy and inhumane! When you 

were doing evil, did you ever spare the innocent Chinese people? If the heavens don't take care of you, 

I'll do it!" 

 this ...  the two disciples who were guarding the door were speechless. They were instantly intimidated 

by Chen Xiaobei's aura. Their faces turned pale, and their pants were wet and hot. They peed their 

pants. 

"Get up! Take me to your Underground Research Institute!" Chen Xiaobei said coldly. 

 yes ... Yes, yes, yes ...  the two gatekeepers did not dare to say anything. They immediately got up and 

led Chen Xiaobei into the shrine. 

Hua hanyue and the ten captured Chinese people followed closely behind. 

"Young lady! This was the kana dojo! Are we really going in?" 

 although the young master who came with you is powerful, the dojo Master and the elders of the kana 

dojo are even more powerful. If we go in, we'll be walking right into a trap ...  

"Young lady, please advise that young master not to go in!" 

It was obvious that these ten Huaxia citizens all knew the notoriety of the kana dojo. 

After all, the kana dojo was one of the four most powerful forces on Purple Rainbow planet! 

In the eyes of these Chinese people, Chen Xiaobei was only at the nine-fire god-refining level, so he 

would have no problem crushing the disciples of the dojo! However, if he were to go up against the dojo 

Master or the elders, Chen Xiaobei would only be crushed! 

"You don't have to worry!" 

 no!  Hua hanyue shook her head firmly and said, " this young master Chen is very powerful. He will 

definitely save everyone and send them home safely!  



 but ...  the people were terrified. They could not imagine how Chen Xiaobei was going to fight against 

the entire kana dojo by himself. 

"No buts! These animals from the kana dojo are using our Chinese people for poison experiments!" 

"Today, even if Childe Chen didn't do anything, I would have taught the kana dojo a lesson!" Hua hanyue 

said seriously. Otherwise, you'll be captured sooner or later, and more Chinese people will be captured!" 

"This ..." 

Hearing this, the ten people were stunned for a moment before nodding. 

"This young lady is right! If we don't get rid of them, they'll sooner or later become a threat to us, and 

even our family and friends!" 

"That young master is fighting for us. We should be supporting him!" 

"You're right! At this time, we must unite! He would rather die in battle than escape! Otherwise, the 

Tenshou Japanese will look down on us even more! They've become even more aggressive in bullying 

us!" 

All of a sudden, everyone's morale was greatly boosted, and they no longer wanted to retreat. They 

followed closely behind Hua hanyue and entered the kana dojo together. 

…… 

Chen Xiaobei walked in front and killed anyone who dared to stop him. 

It didn't take long for them to arrive at the entrance of the underground Research Institute. 

"Bang!" 

Chen Xiaobei kicked the door open and walked in. 

The next second, Chen Xiaobei's anger rose when he saw what was happening inside the Research 

Institute. He even swore in front of everyone."F * ck your mother! I'm going to destroy the kana dojo!" 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2336: Worse Than An Animal 

As soon as he stepped into the Institute, a nauseating stench came. The smell of blood, medicine, and 

rotten meat was unbearable for ordinary people. 

He looked inside and saw sealed experiment tables! 

Some of the tables were like fish tanks, with corpses soaked in unknown liquids! 

Those corpses had already turned dark purple, and their eyes were wide open, blood red! He was like a 

ghost who had died with his eyes wide open, staring straight at this sinful land of death! 

Some of the tables were like glass coffins, with people lying inside with their hands and feet tied up. 

Their bodies were being corroded by the poison! 
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No matter how the people inside struggled, it was useless. They could only watch as their bodies rotted 

away bit by bit. Many people were not poisoned to death, but were scared to death or died from pain! 

There were also experimental tables that were not sealed, and living people were tied to the tables. 

Their chests and stomachs were cut open, and their tendons and bones were separated. They were 

actually used for direct dissection of living bodies! 

If a person was still alive, they would dissect him bit by bit! 

 imagine being tied to an experiment table and personally watching your stomach being cut open, your 

internal organs being dug out, and your muscles and skin being cut bit by bit! 

Just thinking about that scene was enough to make one's hair stand on end. It was simply cruel to the 

extreme! 

However, there was something else that made Chen Xiaobei even more furious! 

On a smaller experiment table, there were many children. Some of them were already dead, while 

others were being tortured cruelly! 

There was even a baby's body on an experiment table! 

This child was thin and small, probably just born not long ago. However, he had already been killed by 

poison, and half of his body was covered with abscesses and had begun to rot! 

Not only Chen Xiaobei, but Hua hanyue and the ten people who had been saved were also enraged. 

"You animal! The kana dojo didn't even let a child go! This was the demonic sect's behavior! No! The 

kana dojo itself is a demonic sect!" 

"A conservative estimate is that there are two to three hundred people alive and five to six hundred 

bodies, not including the bodies that have been disposed of long ago! Just how many Chinese people 

have the kana dojo harmed? You're even worse than an animal!" 

"Fight! We must fight to the end! He was determined to eradicate the demonic sect! This kind of 

malignant tumor that has harmed the people of the world must be eradicated!" 

"That's right! We must help that young master Chen fight to the end! Even if we have to risk our lives, 

we must fight against the kana dojo!" 

The commoners were furious and rubbed their fists. Although their cultivation was low, the current 

situation had already caused their battle intent to boil. They were even willing to risk their lives to fight! 

The heavenly Dao punished evil and promoted good! Justice is in the hearts of the people! 

Anyone with a conscience would risk their lives and fight the evil demon to the end when they saw the 

scene in front of them! 

"Everyone, calm down! Leave everything to young master Chen to settle!" 

Hua hanyue's beautiful eyes were about to burst with anger, but her rationality told her that her first 

task was to protect everyone. 



"Everyone, don't participate in the battle. Live well! Spread the word of everything that happened here 

and let the world know the true face of the kana dojo!" Hua hanyue said seriously. 

"Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang ..." 

Before they could react, Chen Xiaobei had already started his massacre. 

At this moment, the core members of the dojo were all in the conference room, and the Research 

Institute was filled with small fries doing odd jobs. 

Chen Xiaobei spread out his arms and charged into the crowd like a lion hunting a rabbit! 

Chen Xiaobei clenched his fists and threw them out like a cannonball. Dozens of minions were killed 

instantly! 

In just a few seconds, before the group of minions could even figure out what had happened, Chen 

Xiaobei's fists had already blown up their bodies, turning them into pieces of flesh on the ground! 

"Save them!" 

The anger in Chen Xiaobei's heart subsided a little. Without hesitation, he went to a nearby 

experimental table and began to rescue a poisoned citizen. 

"Everyone, come with me to save them!" 

Hua hanyue immediately led the ten people and rushed into the depths of the Research Institute.  "Let's 

save the uninjured first! Remember the location and the condition of the injuries. According to the 

degree of the injuries, wait for young master Chen to treat them!" 

After that, Hua hanyue led the ten people and rescued one hundred and sixty-six people who had not 

been on the experiment table. 

At the same time, they checked the scene and confirmed that there were still 130 people on the 

experimental tables who were not dead, but they were all seriously injured and in urgent need of 

rescue! 

"Sect leader Chen! You can't make it in time by treating them one by one!" "Many of the wounded are 

on the verge of death. The enemy will be here in two to three minutes!" Hua hanyue said anxiously. 

"I understand!" Chen Xiaobei nodded and gave up on trying to save the injured. He took out his phone. 

 this ...  Hua hanyue was stunned and said, " "Sect leader Chen! When I said there wasn't enough time, I 

didn't mean that you wouldn't save them. I just wanted you to think of a way to save as many as you 

can! I hope you don't give up on them!" 

"Save me ... Young master Chen, save me ..." He cried. 

"Young master Chen! Please save my child first ... I beg you ..." 

"Ah ... Young master Chen! I beg you to kill me! I'm in so much pain! I beg you to give me a quick death 

..." 



"Yup! Once the enemy is here, young master Chen can't even save himself. It's impossible for him to 

save us ... Anyway, we're going to die today ... Just give us a quick death ..." 

All of a sudden, the 130 injured people on the scene fell into deep despair. 

Just as Hua hanyue had said, the enemy could arrive at any time! 

As one of the most powerful forces on Purple Rainbow planet, the kana dojo was an extremely powerful 

existence in the hearts of the people. It was an existence that couldn't be challenged! 

In the eyes of the injured, Chen Xiaobei could not even save himself, so there was no way he could save 

anyone! 

"Everyone must be anxious!" 

Chen Xiaobei was fiddling with his phone as he announced, " "I, Chen Zhufeng, promise you that I will 

save all of you today! As long as I'm still breathing, I won't lose a single one of you!" 

Everyone was shocked by his words! 

"Chen Zhufeng! You are Chen Zhufeng? Oh my God! You're the Chen Zhufeng who destroyed the earth-

god Realm's million-strong Army!" 

"But you don't look like Chen Zhufeng! I've seen Chen Zhufeng's picture! He's a handsome man, a true 

young talent!" 

"It should be a disguising technique! Childe Chen's age and body shape were similar to Chen Zhufeng's! 

The main point was that they all abhorred evil and treated the people extremely well! I believe that this 

young master Chen is the legendary Chen Zhufeng!" 

"But, so what if he is Chen Zhufeng? After all, he's not a God. The enemy could come in at any time, so 

why should he save us?" 

All of a sudden, the crowd started to discuss. Although they were shocked by Chen Xiaobei's identity, it 

did not alleviate their despair! 

"Everyone, don't panic! I already have an idea!" 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei said confidently, " "I'll guarantee everyone's lives within two minutes!" 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2337: Endless Killing Intent 

Two minutes? How was this possible? 

Obviously, no one could believe Chen Xiaobei's words! 

It was impossible to save one person in two minutes, so how could he save everyone? 

Even Hua hanyue could not believe it. She did not want to suspect Chen Xiaobei, but no matter how 

hard she racked her brain, she could not imagine what Chen Xiaobei was going to do. 

"Alright! I got it!" 
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Chen Xiaobei did not bother to explain. Instead, he activated the merit points ledger! 

The crowd could only see the surface, so they did not know what Chen Xiaobei was doing. 

In fact, Chen Xiaobei had already used his phone to ask the Brotherhood about two special pills. 

One of them could cure any poison below the level of a six-star earth-god! 

The other one could repair the damage to the skin, flesh, tendons, and bones! 

Chen Xiaobei was about to use the merit points ledger to exchange for the two pills. 

"I want to exchange for the hundred herb poison curing pill!" 

Chen Xiaobei immediately picked out the relevant information in his mind. 

[ misty herb poison curing pill: concocted by the disciples of the divine farmer clan. Earth-god grade pill. 

It can Cure Natural poisons below the level of a six-star earth-god! ] 

[ exchange price: ten million merit points for one Suan ni! ] 

Please select the exchange amount! 

"10 million each? It's alright ..." 

Chen Xiaobei was relieved.   luckily, the merit points ledger's price was adjusted back. Otherwise, I 

wouldn't be able to afford it even if it was 100 million for one pill!  

Chen Xiaobei composed himself and made a decision.  "I want to exchange for 90 pills!" 

Among the 130 wounded, 90 of them were poisoned and needed this pill to detoxify. 

-900 million merit points have been deducted!] 

[your current merit points are 5133030000 (charm: 513303000, luck: 513303000）! 

Ding! Congratulations! You've received a red envelope from the merit reward. You've received 90 herbal 

poison curing pills. It has been stored inside your treasure chest! 

If he wanted to exchange for these pills before the winter solstice festival, he would have to spend nine 

billion merit points. Chen Xiaobei would not be able to afford it even if he went bankrupt! 

Fortunately, sect leader Tongtian had calculated and completely changed the situation. 

Now that the price of Chen Xiaobei's merit points ledger had returned to normal, he had the ability to 

save everyone. 

Extract!  

Without hesitation, Chen Xiaobei took out all the pills and handed them to Hua hanyue.   give these pills 

to the poisoned people. They can help them detoxify!  

"Alright!" 



Hua hanyue nodded, but then said worriedly, "  the problem is that their bodies have already rotted. 

Even if we detoxify them, we can't guarantee their safety!  

"Don't worry! I still have other pills!" 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and made another request."I also want to exchange for the muscle 

and bone growing pill!" 

[ ethereal bone regrowing pill: refined by immortal Huang Long's immortal child. Earth-god level pill. It 

can rapidly heal physical injuries below the level of a six-star earth-god, reattach bones, promote blood 

circulation, remove rot, and regrow muscles. Remarkable effects! ] 

[ exchange price: ten million merit points for one Suan ni! ] 

Please select the exchange amount! 

"I want to exchange for 130 pills!" Chen Xiaobei made his decision. 

It was obvious that the 130 wounded people at the scene, who had either been poisoned or 

dismembered, all needed the muscle and bone growing pill. 

1.3 billion merit points have been deducted! 

[your current merit points are 3833030000 (charm: 383303000, luck: 383303000）! 

Ding! Congratulations! You have received 130 muscle and bone growing pills. It has been stored in your 

treasure chest! 

Extract!  

Chen Xiaobei immediately took out all the pills and distributed them to each of the injured. 

Very quickly, a wave of surprised cheers began to erupt from the crowd. 

"Sect leader Chen's pills are godly! My poison has been removed! That torturous pain is finally gone!" 

"What's even more amazing is the pill at the back! My stomach was cut open, and after the wound was 

fixed, it actually healed directly! It's simply a divine skill!" 

"Faction leader Chen is really powerful! His words carried enormous weight! He said that he would 

protect everyone in two minutes, and he really meant it! It's simply too awesome!" 

"Thank you, faction leader Chen! I'm so grateful to you ... Long live you! Long live sect leader Chen ..." 

…… 

Obviously, these injured people were just ordinary people with low cultivation and weak physical 

bodies. The grade of the pills Chen Xiaobei gave them was far higher than their physical bodies 'grade, 

so the effect was excellent! 

Just two minutes ago, everyone could not believe Chen Xiaobei's words. They thought that they would 

die for sure. 



However, two minutes later, everyone's injuries miraculously began to recover. Although they did not 

recover immediately, the danger to their lives was completely removed! 

They would probably be able to walk again in a few minutes. 

There was no doubt that Chen Xiaobei was their Savior. In fact, he was their second parent. 

In his heart, they all respected Chen Xiaobei as if he was a God. 

"Sect leader Chen! You're really too awesome!" 

Even Hua hanyue was impressed by Chen Xiaobei.  "I feel like there's nothing in this world that can 

stump you! As long as it's something you say, you'll definitely be able to do it. You've never disappointed 

anyone!" 

"Now is not the time to talk about this!"  the enemy is here! You stay here and protect everyone! I'll go 

out and face the enemy!  

"Understood!" 

 yes!  Hua hanyue nodded heavily and said, " you've already done a lot for everyone. Now, leave them to 

me!  I'll borrow your words, as long as I'm still breathing, I'll definitely protect them!" 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and turned around to walk out of the Research Institute. 

Just as Hua hanyue had said, Chen Xiaobei had already given up 2.2 billion merit points for these injured 

people! 

This was a huge amount of merit points, enough for Chen Xiaobei to exchange for a lot of things that 

would help him! But Chen Xiaobei chose to use this merit to save her! 

There were only a few people in the world who could pay such a huge price without considering the 

price! 

Perhaps many people would think that Chen Xiaobei was too stupid! It was not worth it! 

What they did not know was that Chen Xiaobei was from earth! 

History was always shockingly similar! 

Only Chen Xiaobei himself knew that there were some things that a Chinese would never accept! Even if 

he had to give it his all, he had to fight to the end! 

"Surround them! Surround the exit of the Research Institute! We can't let any invader go!" 

At that moment, tens of thousands of people had gathered outside the Research Institute! 

Under the lead of the 500 core disciples of the kana dojo, all the disciples of the faction came out and 

surrounded the Research Institute. 

The moment Chen Xiaobei stepped out, he was surrounded by tens of thousands of people. 

However, Chen Xiaobei was not afraid at all. He was filled with killing intent! 
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Chapter 2338: Soul Scattered 

"Where did this little b * stard come from? how dare you barge into the absolutely forbidden area of our 

shinna dojo! You've seen our secret! You'll definitely die today!" 

One of the core disciples roared and charged at Chen Xiaobei. 

[ ding Yingying's cultivation base: seven fires spirit-refining, lifespan: Year 4099, physique: 4.5 million, 

combat power: 4.5 million! 

This core disciple looked to be two or three years older than Chen Xiaobei, but he was already 

considered to be very talented to have achieved the cultivation of the seven fire spiritual enhancement! 

The most powerful people under the age of 30 in apocalypse Starfield were only at the five-fire god-

refining level! 

The fact that this core disciple dared to rush out showed that he had absolute confidence in his own 

strength. He was sure that he could defeat Chen Xiaobei! 

At the sight of this, the tens of thousands of people around revealed relaxed smiles as if they were 

watching a show. They pointed at each other and mocked each other! 

 senior brother toemaru's reaction is so fast. He rushed out immediately. It seems like the credit of 

killing the invader has been given to him!  

 I thought it was some great person who invaded the Research Institute and actually got all the disciples 

to attack together. I didn't expect it to be just a little brat who hasn't even grown hair yet. Senior 

Brother p * ss pill can easily kill him!  

 I don't think that kid is easy to deal with. He might be able to take three to five moves from senior 

brother toemaru!  

"Bah! If that kid can take one of toemaru-Shixiong's moves, I'll cut off my head and let you kick it like a 

ball!" 

"Well said! I don't think that kid can even take one move!" 

It was obvious that the tens of thousands of disciples did not think much of Chen Xiaobei. To them, 

there was no suspense in this battle. 

However, in the next moment, the scene that appeared in front of them made the tens of thousands of 

people at the scene instantly speechless. 

Chen Xiaobei stomped on the ground. The speed of his nine-flame God-refining level was faster than 

Shixiong Tomaru's! 

"This ... How is this possible? This kid's speed is even faster than mine!" 

Shixiong toemaru was shocked, and his face changed. His pupils contracted uncontrollably, and his heart 

was filled with infinite fear! 
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Just a second ago, he thought that he had Chen Xiaobei in the palm of his hand and could easily claim 

some credit for his success. But now, he realized that Chen Xiaobei's strength was far above his! 

However, it was too late for him to realize that now! 

"Ka! Ka!" 

Before he could react, Chen Xiaobei had already grabbed his shoulder with one hand and grabbed his 

throat with the other! 

"Swish ..." 

A bone-chilling tearing sound could be heard as Chen Xiaobei's hands exerted strength and tore off 

Shixiong Tomaru's head from his neck! 

"Pfft!" 

Hot blood spurted out and splattered all over Chen Xiaobei's face and body. 

With the head in one hand and the headless body in the other, Chen Xiaobei stood there proudly like a 

blood-soaked Grim Reaper! 

His deep black eyes released a terrifying pressure. They were like two black holes that reaped all the 

lives in his sight! 

"Heavens! This kid was too ruthless! He actually tore Shixiong toemaru apart with his bare hands!" 

"We've all underestimated that kid! His strength had already reached the level of nine flames refining 

the spirit! Judging from his age, his talent is simply amazing!" 

"It's just the nine flames refining the spirit, there's nothing to be afraid of! The top ten core disciples of 

our kana dojo are all nine-flame gods. We can take care of this kid!" 

The surrounding tens of thousands of people were extremely shocked, but their attitudes did not 

change at all. 

After all, the kana dojo was a faction and Chen Xiaobei was alone. There was no way he could win. 

"Little brat! You're too cruel! We must take revenge for brother toemaru!" 

Soon, two core disciples with powerful auras stepped out and were about to attack Chen Xiaobei! 

Upon seeing this, the tens of thousands of people present immediately became excited."Brother Sora 

and brother Ozawa are about to make a move! They're the 9th and 10th strongest core disciples of the 

kana dojo, and they're all at the nine-fire god-refining stage. If they join forces, victory is certain!" 

Whoosh ... Whoosh ... 

At the same time, Sora and Ozawa were already brewing a strong true essence. The nine flames God-

refining realm was not an exaggeration! 

In the same realm, they would naturally have a great chance of winning if they fought two against one! 

"Bang!" 



Chen Xiaobei threw Shixiong Tomaru's head on the ground and crushed it with a kick! 

"Little bastard! You're about to die, yet you still dare to provoke us!" 

Both Sora and Ozawa were furious and roared in unison, " "You stepped on brother toemaru's head, so 

we'll crush your entire body into meat paste! Then, throw it to the dogs!" 

Chen Xiaobei's expression did not change and he said, " "I'm not only going to crush his head, I'm going 

to destroy his soul! Completely disappeared from the Three Realms and five elements!" 

"Hiss ..." 

Chen Xiaobei's eyes were as cold as ice. With a flick of his right hand, he sucked in the soul and blood 

essence of Tomaru into his palm! 

Chen Xiaobei's palm glowed with a blood-red light, instantly annihilating the yin soul and refining the 

blood essence of nimaru. He then converted it into two streams of energy and stored them! 

That's right! This blood light was the spirit light of the chaos Blood Sword! 

The chaos Blood sword's special ability was to devour the blood essence and souls of the dead and 

convert them into its own energy. Without the need for spiritual Qi, it could explode with great power! 

It had been a long time since Chen Xiaobei had used this ability! 

Because, after eliminating the evil, the evil's soul must fall into hell and accept judgment and 

punishment! That was the only way Chen Xiaobei could get the merit points! 

If he used this ability, the evil souls would be destroyed and the netherworld would not be able to judge 

them. Chen Xiaobei would not be able to obtain the merit points! 

That was why Chen Xiaobei had not used the chaos Blood Sword for a long time! 

But today was different! 

These animals from the kana dojo had seriously crossed Chen Xiaobei's bottom line, completely 

infuriating him! 

Chen Xiaobei did not even want the merit points. He wanted to kill all of them, not even giving them the 

chance to reincarnate! 

"What happened just now? How did brother toemaru's body turn into a mummified corpse?" 

"Not just the blood essence! I have the Yin Yang eyes! I saw that Shixiong toemaru's soul was also 

sucked away by that kid!" 

"Heavens! Was that kid a human or a ghost? It could actually seduce one's soul? If that's the case, 

wouldn't Shixiong niemaru's soul really be destroyed?" 

"Isn't this too scary?" 

All of a sudden, the crowd was filled with exclamations. Tens of thousands of disciples were shocked and 

began to fear Chen Xiaobei. 



However, that group of core disciples did not waver and shouted loudly: "Everyone calm down! That 

kid's ability only works on dead people! He would soon become a dead man! There's nothing to be 

afraid of!" 

Chen Xiaobei did not refute but said, " "Those who are below the core disciples, if you scram now, you 

can live! Those who were still at the scene after ten seconds died without an intact corpse! His soul will 

be destroyed!" 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2339: Overbearing Counterattack 

It was clear that Chen Xiaobei was giving an ultimatum to the tens of thousands of people present! 

Chen Xiaobei would not let go of any of the higher-ups and core disciples of the kana dojo. He would kill 

them all! 

Although the tens of thousands of underlings were guilty, they were only accomplices. Chen Xiaobei did 

not want to kill them for no reason, so he decided to spare their lives! 

However, these tens of thousands of people did not appreciate the opportunity that Chen Xiaobei had 

given them. Instead, they started to mock Chen Xiaobei. 

"This kid's ability only works on the dead! He's only at the nine flames God-refining stage, and brother 

Sora and brother Ozawa are enough to beat him up!" 

"You're right! This kind of trash didn't even have the qualifications for the elders to make a move! You 

actually want us to get lost, you're really a retard!" 

 our kana dojo has connections with the immortals of the heavenly realm. We have a bright future 

ahead of us. We'll never leave our faction!  

"Well said! Not only will we not leave, but we'll also capture more Chinese lowly people to experiment 

on so that we can develop a new type of poison as soon as possible. We'll definitely be rewarded 

handsomely by the immortals!" 

Obviously, the power that Chen Xiaobei had just displayed was not enough to shock them. 

As a result, the tens of thousands of people still did not take Chen Xiaobei seriously. Not only did they 

not leave the kana dojo, but they even threatened to capture more Chinese people for their 

experiments. 

"Since you're not leaving, then don't blame me for starting a massacre!" 

Without a doubt, Chen Xiaobei was not joking with these Japanese! 

If they didn't leave, they would die! 

Furthermore, they still had to continue their human experiments. There was no way Chen Xiaobei would 

let them go! 

"Baka Yalu! A little trash like you wants to go on a killing spree? Do you think we're made of paper?" 
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Sora and Ozawa had long been ready for action. With a roar, they both rushed out! 

Boom ... Boom ... Boom ... 

Both of them were in the nine-fire god-refining stage, and their ethereal force was very strong. As they 

charged, they conjured two giant dharmas, a fire Lion and a Thunder leopard, and charged at Chen 

Xiaobei! 

Obviously, at the same realm, the power of two people could definitely crush the power of one person! 

That was why shoi Fuku, Ozawa Manas, and the tens of thousands of people around them were so 

confident that they could kill Chen Xiaobei this time without any doubt! 

However, the scene that appeared in the next moment was beyond everyone's imagination! 

Chen Xiaobei stood there, facing the attacks of two opponents of the same level. He did not even try to 

defend himself! 

"That kid is crazy, right? Standing there and doing nothing? Is he just waiting for death?" 

"I think he's scared silly! If we don't do anything, we'll definitely die!" 

"Hmph! Who asked him to act cool! Let him be struck by lightning now! This thing that doesn't know the 

immensity of the heavens and earth actually dares to ask us to get lost? This is ridiculous!" 

All of a sudden, the surrounding people were filled with mockery and ridicule. 

"BOOM! BOOM!" 

At the same time, the fire Lion and Thunder leopard Dharma forms had already landed on Chen 

Xiaobei's body. 

The tremendous power caused the space to tremble and the earth to crack. 

However, when the power of the two Dharma forms dissipated, the tens of thousands of people present 

were all dumbfounded. They could not believe their eyes! 

They would never have thought that Chen Xiaobei was still standing there, not even moving a step! 

What was even more unbelievable was that Chen Xiaobei was not injured at all. It was as if the two 

Dharma idols had not even touched him! 

 how ... How is this possible?!  

Sora and Ozawa were instantly dumbfounded. Their eyes widened like a bull's, and their mouths opened 

wide enough to fit a fist! 

They had used all their strength in the fight with the two Dharma laksanas, and they had witnessed Chen 

Xiaobei being attacked! 

They even thought that Chen Xiaobei was already dead. 

He did not expect Chen Xiaobei to be completely unscathed. In fact, he did not even Dodge or defend 

himself! 



The three views of Sora and Ozawa were instantly refreshed a hundred times, and they even began to 

doubt their lives! 

"Swish!" 

While everyone was still in shock, Chen Xiaobei suddenly made his move! 

With one step, his body turned into a shadow, and his speed was faster than Sora and Ozawa! 

"Woof! Whoosh!" 

In the next moment, Chen Xiaobei was already in front of Sora and Ozawa, and with his fingers like 

daggers, he slashed at their throats with absolute power! 

Who dared to think about it! Chen Xiaobei only used his hand to cut off the heads of both of them! 

"Hiss ... Hiss ..." 

With a wave of his hand, Chen Xiaobei absorbed the blood essence and souls of the two into the chaos 

Blood Sword! 

"Bang! Bang!" 

Then, without any mercy, Chen Xiaobei punched at the two corpses that had lost their blood essence! 

He died without an intact corpse! His soul was destroyed! 

Chen Xiaobei was not acting cool. He would definitely do what he said! 

"Oh my ..." 

Gasps of shock erupted from the crowd. 

"How could this be? Wasn't that kid at the nine flames God-refining stage? How could he kill senior Sora 

and senior Ozawa, who were in the same realm?" 

"No! They were not at the same realm! That kid's speed and strength far exceeded that of Sora and 

Ozawa! I think it's about 5.9 million combat power!" 

"Isn't the peak of the nine flames God-refining Stage 5.5 million combat power? How could there be 5.9 

million?" 

"According to common sense, it's impossible to exceed 5.5 million! But that kid's physique is obviously 

stronger, that's why he's not injured at all. At the same time, that kid's speed and strength are also right 

in front of us, he really has 5.9 million combat power!" 

 this is too unbelievable ... It doesn't make any sense at all ...  

The tens of thousands of people were once again shocked. They could not figure out how Chen Xiaobei 

could break through to the peak of the nine-flame God-refining level. 

One had to know that the nine flames God-refinement was the peak of God-refinement, and 5.5 million 

combat power was the peak. 



Unless the nine flames combined to form the primordial spirit and successfully broke through to the 

next realm, this peak value could not be increased! 

But now, Chen Xiaobei was not a primordial Spirit earth-god, but his combat power was 400000 points 

higher than the peak of God-Ascension! 

Such a phenomenon could be said to be unprecedented! 

The mortals of the human world had never seen or heard of such a thing! 

Perhaps only when they went to the heaven realm would someone be able to see the mystery! 

That's right! 

This was the effect of the two deity-level secret skills, the heaven-killing tyrant body technique and the 

primordial Witch King combat enhancement training manual! 

The sky-killing tyrant body technique had raised Chen Xiaobei's health to 5.9 million! 

The primordial Witch King combat enhancement training manual had temporarily increased Chen 

Xiaobei's combat power to 5.9 million! 

That was why Chen Xiaobei could easily kill two powerhouses of the same level! 

"So what if you have 5.9 million combat power? I don't believe you can block an earth-god instrument!" 

Suddenly, another core disciple jumped out with a samurai sword in his hand. He activated his power 

and slashed at Chen Xiaobei. 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2340: Xiao Bo Takes Action 

"Senior brother damu has made his move! He's ranked fourth among the 500 core disciples of the kana 

dojo, and his one-star earth-god instrument, the cloud daomerge, is a famous weapon! Any Enemy 

Below the immortal soul Stage can be killed with a single slash!" 

Upon seeing this, the tens of thousands of people present became excited once again. 

Even though Chen Xiaobei was able to break through to the peak of God-Ascension cultivation, he was 

still a long way from reaching the primordial spirit realm. 

Chen Xiaobei had no chance of winning against a one-star earth-god instrument! 

"The daomerge begins from the clouds! "Boy cut!" 

 die!  damu Shixiong roared as he held the Katana with both hands and swung it at Chen Xiaobei's heart! 

"Whoosh ..." 

In an instant, the power of a one-star earth-god was suddenly activated, and the sharp and unparalleled 

gold ethereal force burst out, condensing and transforming in space! 

In the blink of an eye, a 100-meter-tall golden body of a child appeared! 
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"Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi ..." 

The golden boy took a step forward and countless blade Qi exploded around him. It was as if the space 

was being cut apart. Many shadows appeared in the illusion, ready to tear Chen Xiaobei into pieces! 

This was the genuine power of a one-star earth-god, and no one below the primordial soul realm could 

resist! 

However! 

Chen Xiaobei did not Dodge or defend. He stood there, waiting for the Golden Shadows to surround 

him! 

"What's the matter? That kid actually dared to do nothing? The attack this time was dozens of times 

stronger than the previous one. They were not on the same level at all. Could it be that he still wanted 

to use his physical body to take it head on? You must be dreaming!" 

Seeing this, the tens of thousands of people in the surroundings were once again dumbfounded. 

"BOOM! BOOM! Boom ..." 

At the same time, countless golden blade shadows slashed down like a storm! 

With Chen Xiaobei as the center, the ground, houses, grass, and trees within a hundred meters were all 

split into pieces! 

However, when the Dharma disappeared and the dust settled, Chen Xiaobei was still standing in the 

same spot! 

Everything around him was cut into countless palm-sized pieces, except for Chen Xiaobei, who did not 

even step back. He was completely unharmed! 

 impossible ... This ... This is impossible ...  

Senior brother damu's pupils contracted uncontrollably as if he had seen a ghost. Cold sweat poured 

down his face like rain! 

Senior brother damu did not hold back in his attack just now. He used all his one-star earth-god Power, 

thinking that he could tear Chen Xiaobei into pieces! 

Da mu would never have thought that Chen Xiaobei would be able to stay still and not get hurt even 

when he was not dodging or defending himself! 

"What ... What is going on?" 

At the same time, the surrounding tens of thousands of people were also extremely shocked. They 

couldn't believe their eyes! 

"Swish!" 

While everyone was still in shock, Chen Xiaobei took a step forward and appeared in front of da mu! 



Like the god of death, Chen Xiaobei turned his fingers into claws and struck da MU's chest with the Black 

Tiger Steals Heart! 

"Swish ..." 

The claws pierced through his skin and grabbed his heart! 

 mercy ... Young master ... Mercy ... Mercy ... Ah ...  

Big Wood's expression changed drastically. Just a second ago, he was still confident that he would win, 

but now, he was like a frightened dog. 

However, da MU's begging did not save his life. 

"Bang!" 

Before da mu could finish his sentence, Chen Xiaobei had already exerted his strength and crushed da 

MU's heart! 

"Hiss ... Hiss ..." 

In the next moment, da MU's soul and blood essence were sucked away by the chaos Blood Sword. 

"Cha!" 

With a wave of his arm, Chen Xiaobei tore da MU's body from his chest, leaving no intact corpse! 

As for the one-star earth-god instrument, Chen Xiaobei kept it in his infinite space ring. 

"Heavens! Senior brother damu was also dead! What kind of monster is that kid! He can actually 

withstand the power of a one-star earth-god!" 

The surrounding tens of thousands of people all cried out in alarm as their hearts were instantly injured 

by a hundred thousand times critical damage! 

To each of them, a one-star earth-god instrument was an extremely powerful existence! However, this 

powerful being could not even hurt a single hair on Chen Xiaobei's head! 

Tens of thousands of people's views of the world were instantly shattered, and they even began to 

doubt their lives! 

"Everyone, don't panic!" 

At this moment, the core disciple with the most powerful aura and the heaviest pressure directly walked 

out and said in a deep voice, "  that kid isn't that powerful. It's the black clothes he's wearing that helped 

him block all the damage!  

Everyone's eyes were on Chen Xiaobei. 

That's right! 

The black clothes were the enhanced Nightstalker outfit that Chen Xiaobei had just repaired! 

After the upgrade, the Nightstalker outfit had reached three-star earth-god level! 



The Nightstalker outfit was based on abilities and did not have strong defense. However, a starving 

camel was still bigger than a horse. A three-star earth-god instrument was more than enough to defend 

against a one-star earth-god instrument. 

 eldest senior brother, " someone suggested, " that kid is hard to deal with. Why don't we go and inform 

the head and the elders? " 

"No! The head and the elders are having an important meeting, so it's not good to disturb them!" 

The eldest senior brother with the most powerful aura shook his head and said solemnly, " "Besides, we 

have tens of thousands of people here. If we can't even deal with this brat, how can we face others in 

the future? It's better to find a hole and hide in it!" 

"Then, what does eldest senior brother mean?" The gazes of the surrounding crowd gathered on him as 

they asked. 

"All of you from the kana dojo! Listen to my orders!" 

The eldest brother took a step forward and suddenly shouted, " "Form the" divine naivety heavenly 

blade battle formation "and kill this little bastard together!" 

"Yes, sir!" 

The tens of thousands of people in the surroundings received the order and began to form a large-scale 

battle formation rapidly according to a specific pattern! 

Any sect or force that could stand for a long time needed three great cornerstones as a guarantee! 

First, the core members of the upper echelons had to be strong enough! 

Second, he had to be able to bring out a powerful earth-god instrument to hold the ground! 

Third, when the sect's enemies were stronger than the first two points, they would need a powerful 

magical formation or battle formation to fight against the strong enemy! 

There were many sects in the world. The reason why they wanted to recruit disciples and strive to have 

more joss sticks was because they could only support a strong enough battle formation with enough 

disciples! 

It was also because of the importance of disciples that the major sects would spend a large amount of 

resources to cultivate them! 

Otherwise, the resources distributed to the disciples would have long been taken by the higher-ups of 

the sect! 

Tens of thousands of people had gathered in the kana dojo, ready to use the sect's trump card to fight 

Chen Xiaobei! 

Once they formed a battle formation, they would be able to unleash the power of a seven-star earth-

god at the very least! 



Chen Xiaobei knew very well that he could not let the enemy succeed or the consequences would be 

unimaginable! 

"It seems that I can only get Xiao Bo to come out and help me!" 


